
El Paso, TX  - The cannabis-themed restaurant and bar is eagerly anticipating its opening and can’t wait to light the
joint up, and be the undisputed local hangout for curing cottonmouth and the munchies! 

Cheba journeyman Isaac Montoya and his astonishing team are true representatives of the Hut! The team is thrilled to
bring their immense talents to the wonderful city of El Paso, TX, and stoked to continue their storied relationship with
the “toasted” sub and bar concept.  

Montoya’s professional evolution within the Chebaverse is one of hard work and passion. Starting as a crew member
and rapidly moving up the ranks to general manager and eventually an owner, he is a full embodiment of the brand
and will now have four locations under his belt with more on the radar. 

Montoya and his team have been highly regarded representatives of the Hut throughout the South for quite some
time, crushing the New Mexico markets and now taking their talents into the Lone Star State. They believe it is vital for
the new shop to reflect the history of El Paso and its inviting community of residents. Two examples of how they plan
to express these aspirations are through their central mural and offering a spacious patio with over 100 seats for
homies to soak up the West Texas sun. 

Montoya explains, “El Paso is a very unique location because of how neighborhood-oriented it is and we plan to lean
into that with the new shop. Our goal is to become the city's undisputed neighborhood hangout and I truly feel the
interior and exterior of the shop capture that inviting vibe we hope to give off.”  

Finley, Cheba Hut’s staple muralist, has once again proven his immense artistic talent with a mural that incorporates
the scenic desert landscape with a trippy twist only he could bring to life.  

Not only will the new Texas location be serving up a variety of dank subs, fluffy pretzel nugs, and gooey krispy treats
that can cure any level of the munchies, but also, for the twenty-one and up homies, they’ll be slinging some delicious
signature cocktails and local brews from their full bar that will obliterate any presence of cottonmouth! 

Isaac and his team wholeheartedly understand the importance of maintaining Cheba Hut’s Core Values (The Hustle,
Show Respect, Own It, Pay It Forward, Keep It Real). Montoya explains, “Owning It is our top priority. We struggle as
humans to own our successes so we want to emphasize the wins and celebrate them. Being engaged, transparent,
and seeing every little task through in its entirety are all the aspects of this core value that we aim to display.” 

The shop located at 3001 N Zaragoza Rd. El Paso, TX 79938 opens its doors on Friday, 2/23! The brand is stoked to
bring over 30 signature “toasted” subs, an array of delicious munchie treats, and cottonmouth cures for all ages
(Crafted Cocktails for the 21+ homies) to the El Paso area! 

Mark your calendar, grab your buds (pun intended), and celebrate the shop and its crew! For more information about
opening day and upcoming events, check out chebahut.texas! 

About Cheba Hut: Cheba Hut has been escaping the established and
getting “toasted” since 1998. Breaking the mold of mundane fast-
casual concepts by becoming the first marijuana-themed sandwich
“joint,” Cheba Hut is dedicated to providing customers with a
delicious, memorable sandwich and munchie options in a chill,
eclectic environment where genuine people serve made-to-order
food. Cheba Hut’s fun and authentic dining experience includes a
full-service bar and highlights its menu because it’s not about
getting high; it’s about epic food and legendary service! For more
information, check us out on Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok.
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